
MAGNETIC
BUSINESS

How to build a flourishing,
heart-centred business

(and sell with integrity)



I’m Tash Corbin, business coach and mentor for heart-centred
entrepreneurs. The concept of Magnetic  Business lies at the core of
pretty much every single thing I do with my clients and for my own
business.
 
So I’m incredibly excited to get to share this book with you. 
 
If you’re reading it now, that suggests a few things to me:
 
1. You have a heart-centred, soul-driven business or biz idea
2. You want to connect with more clients, so you can help more people.
3. At the same time, you don't really want to be a spammy, pushy
marketer
4. You would love to bring in more clients by attracting them
 
YOU WANNA BE MAGNETIC!

If you've been in business for more than a
minute, you've probably seen your fair
share of 'yucky' marketing behaviour, and
you don't want to do those things in order
to succeed. The great news is: YOU DON'T!

Welcome to Magnetic Business
Hi there entrepreneur!  

Chances are that you’ve been on the receiving end
of way too many sleazy sales tactics yourself. 
So you know you don’t ever want to do that to your audience. 
 
Meanwhile, all the business gurus tell you:  That’s just what it takes.
 
This leaves so many womxn caught between marketing their business in a
way that’s completely out of alignment, or resigning themselves to the fact
that they won't make the money they want to make.



In this beautiful book, you’ll learn why aggressive and manipulative marketing
techniques are so common, and how to build your business magnetically
instead.
 
You’ll learn the five principles of Magnetic Business, and map your own
unique action steps for each one. 
 
Ready, gorgeous soul?
 
Here we go!

(PS) For those who don't know me, here's a little intro:
 
I'm Tash, I specialise in helping womxn to make more money online by
tapping into their innate strengths, rather than using masculine-
dominated techniques. I believe that generous, heart-centred 
womxn will change the world with money, and that 
entrepreneurship is how I contribute to that change. 
 
I facilitate the 33,000-strong online community: 
Heart-Centred, Soul-Driven Entrepreneurs - 
you can join us at tashcorbin.com/group. 

That's exactly the issue that I'm here to resolve. Because it's not true. 
 
You do not need to resort to trickery and tactics that are out of alignment. 
You do not need to make other people feel 'less than' in order to sell to them.
You do not need to dial up pain points, and position yourself as a rescuer. 
 
In fact, these strategies are NOT magnetic. They are manipulative. 

This book will teach you how to be Magnetic.



Why marketing needs a makeover
Once upon a time, business was purely about the numbers

Starting a business used to require a MASSIVE investment up front.  You had
to design, create and test your product, generally without any sales income.
To start a business you had to risk a lot of money on development,
production and marketing before you would ever have proof that your
business would actually WORK!
 
Because of the massive risks, the dominant sales strategy was to make sales
at any cost. Get as many eyes on your product as you can, and if you're
going to spend all that money on getting an audience, you need to
CONVINCE them that they NEED your thing.
 
And that didn’t change much when business first moved online.
 
Despite the fact that as online entrepreneurs we have the ability to ask our
audience what they want, test things before we create and market them,
and also access very specific niches, the old-world methods of sales and
marketing still dominate. And they work less and less effectively now.

The problem: "Convincing" strategies repel people

You've probably felt it yourself. The fear-based strategies, or the mandatory
hoop-jumping that makes it hard work to find out the price of something. All of
it just makes you feel like a pawn. Or worse, you can almost smell the
desperation of the seller. 
 
Who wants to show up like that? NOT ME. And I'm guessing not you either.
 
Let's face it: using dodgy tricks and tactics to convince someone that they need
your stuff when they don’t, well it's not particularly congruent with your service.
Even when you KNOW that someone would be better off if they bought your
thing, do you really think it's okay to manipulate, mislead or in some cases
traumatise someone in order to get them as a client? 
 
The good news is that you don’t HAVE to run your business that way.

Welcome to the world of Magnetic Business!



So what  exactly is Magnetic Business?
Great question! 
In a nutshell, Magnetic Business is…

Connecting, not convincing: it’s about connecting with your ideal client,
instead of trying to persuade a load of random people that they need what
you offer.

Attracting, not annoying: it’s about attracting those specific people towards
you, rather than using a desperate, scattergun, spray-and-pray approach
that at best irritates people, and at worst traumatises them.

Being true to you: it's about bringing your real self to the forefront, instead
of hiding the parts of you that you’re scared will put people off.  

 

 

I teach Magnetic Business using five principles

To understand Magnetic Business, I want you to imagine yourself as – what
else? – a magnet! And just like a magnet, you need to be prepared to:
 
1. Polarise: remember, magnets have a positive and a negative pole.
2. Get stronger: when you strengthen a magnet, its field of attraction grows. 
3. Move towards your target: a magnet needs to be close to its target to do
its job.
4. Get out of the box: a magnet can’t attract anything while it’s still in its
picture-perfect pristine packaging.
5. Find and point to your True North: left to spin freely, magnets always point
North.
 
This book will show you how to make those principles work in

practice in your unique, heart-centred business...

In short, it’s about being the kind of person that YOU
would like to buy from.

And it really is a beautiful way to run a business.



Principle 1 - Polarise
You need to be willing to polarise people

Truth time, gorgeous: no matter how hard you try, you won’t be everyone’s cup
of tea. In fact, the harder you try, the fewer people who will resonate with you.
 
You know how magnets have a positive and a negative pole? Well, so do you:
and it’s totally OK for your negative pole to repel anyone who isn’t right for you.

Polarising isn’t about dropping 
F-bombs every second sentence
(unless you naturally do that), or
becoming an extreme caricature
of yourself.
 
Real polarising is about standing
for your message; and being
uniquely, unapologetically
yourself. 

Important: I’m not telling you to be a jerk on purpose!

It’s also about realising that you don’t have to be besties with people who
don’t love you as you are. They can always find other places to hang out, and
free up space for the beautiful peeps who really need what you offer, and
want to hear what you have to share.

Plus it’s about sharing your unique self with your audience.

Let me be clear:



Action steps:
Your first task is to do one thing that allows you to be more YOU in your
business. This can happen at two levels, depending on where you are right
now.
 
• Beginner: don’t stress about crafting a world-changing message just yet.
Instead, focus on identifying who you are, what you offer, who you offer it to,
and how.  
 
Then commit to publicly sharing that message, which will naturally start to
push away the people who aren’t right for you.
 
• Advanced: already got your core message down? If so, it’s time to go
deeper! Look for somewhere you’ve felt shut down in the past – or a belief or
value that you’ve refused to share because it might offend someone. 
 
Commit to standing tall and unapologetically sharing that thing in a way you
never have before. Allow the people who don't resonate to create space.
 
Trust me. Your perfect people will love you for it.

MY ACTION STEPS - POLARISE:

Principle 1 - Polarise



Did you know you can strengthen magnets?

Back in school, I learned that you could make a weak magnet stronger by
moving another magnet against it in a consistent direction. (You can also
magnetise a paperclip by rubbing it against silk fabric… but let’s not geek out
too much!)
 
Funnily enough, you can strengthen your own business magnetism too – by
taking consistent action, and creating consistent content.

A big part of how attractive your
business is to the right people, is the
extent to which they feel as though
you’re speaking for them. 
 
And gorgeous: if they never hear
you speaking to them – they’re NOT
going to feel adored and spoken for.
 
Create content that serves and helps
your peeps to move forward. Be of
SERVICE, even if they never buy
from you. This will help you to
become the go-to person in your
field. 

Your message can only magnetise people if they hear it

Strengthen your business magnetism by spending time
consistently sharing your message. Consistency trumps

the flash-and-crash strategies every single time.

Principle 2 - Get Stronger



Action steps
Your second task is to block in time every single week to share your message
and really get it out there. Again, what you do will depend on your business
level:
 
• Beginners: commit to publishing a blog post and/or writing a newsletter
every week. You could also make videos for your Facebook page, start a
podcast, or post regularly in Facebook groups. 
 
BONUS POINTS: commit to running a webinar every month. It’s the fastest way
to clarify your message and build consistency.
 
Even if only 10-15 people see your stuff, trust that showing up and sharing your
message consistently is making your magnetic message stronger.
 
• Advanced: kick it up a notch by sharing your message in other people’s
spaces. 
 
Apply to guest post on other people’s blogs, or be interviewed on other
people’s podcasts. Or try connecting with people in your Facebook groups, and
offer to do guest expert webinars for their people.
 
Don't wait for one big explosion of reach - aim for consistency!

Principle 2 - Get Stronger

MY ACTION STEPS - GET STRONGER:



A magnetic field only extends so far…

Imagine you’re sitting at one end of a table, holding a magnet. At the other end,
there’s a paperclip you want to pick up.
 
Now, unless you’re holding a super-powerful, industrial-strength electromagnet,
there’s no way it’ll have any effect on the paperclip from there. You’ve got to
move the magnet closer before the paperclip is inside its magnetic field.
 
It’s the same with business and marketing. It doesn’t matter how strong your
business magnetism is: if you never go anywhere near your target market, they
won’t be attracted to you.

Think of Wil Smith teaching the perfect kiss in the movie Hitch.
Come in 90% of the way... but let the other person move in the

last 10% of the distance. 

Of course, you don’t want to be too pushy

Principle 3 - Move Closer

EXACTLY like a magnet - rush at
it too fast, it will bounce away. 
 
Instead, the idea is to get close
enough that they know exactly
what you offer, and can make
their own decision about whether
they want more. 
 
Leave the decision in the hands
of your audience, and empower
them to make the right decision
for themselves without pressure. 



Action steps
Once again, the specifics will depend on where you are in your business:
 
• Beginners: at this level, your main goal is to find where your target market
hangs out and connect. Ask questions, join conversations, and engage in a
way that is genuine. 
 
Why not jump into some Facebook groups and start awesome conversations
in and around your area of expertise? Create discussions on your Facebook
page, do some videos, some Facebook Live posts, and have some FUN with
it! How can you show up and lean in, without being desperate or pushy?
 
• Advanced: to what extent do you take responsibility for the 90% lean in?
Have you got in the habit of sitting back and waiting? Maybe you spend a lot
of time selling to your audience, and not as much time growing your
audience. Your challenge is to find audience growth strategies that feel fun
and easy for you. Maybe it's time to invest in some paid advertising?
 

Whatever you choose, it needs to move closer to YOUR
specific niche.

Principle 3 - Move Closer

MY ACTION STEPS - MOVE CLOSER:



How strong is a magnet in its original packaging?
When you buy a magnet, it generally comes in some kind of package. There’s
plastic and cardboard around it – maybe even a few layers of bubble wrap.
 
And when that magnet’s all packaged up tightly, its effective magnetic field is
a lot weaker than when it’s unwrapped. Plus, all those extra layers make it
really hard to get your magnet close enough to its target.
 
Think about how much this aligns with you and your business. Keeping
yourself all bundled up shrinks your magnetic field. You’ve got to get rid of all
that picture-perfect pristine packaging.

*Gasp* – I know – everyone has those
amazing photos with their picture-perfect
eyebrows and that 'I woke up like this' make-
up that actually took three hours to perfect.

Unboxing yourself means being
an imperfect human.

Lose the layers: be human, and connect deeply.

Surely people need proof you're a 'serious' business?
Surely people think you're more professional when you wear a jacket?
Surely no-one will buy from me if I don't make out like I have a perfect life, and
I've got everything figured out? 
 
Stop and think about it: Which image of a movie star gets more attention?
The perfect poster shot? Or the 'caught without make-up' shot?
Which one feels more connecting? Which one makes YOU feel better?
 
Recent research shows that over 90% of your clients are in fact, human. And
humans want to buy from other humans. Why are big banks now highlighting the
fact that when you call them you get to speak to a human? Because it works.

Principle 4 - Unbox Yourself



Action steps

Zebras recognise stripes, humans recognise faces. Share more selfies and
photos of yourself - and not just the perfect photo-shoot ones.
Jump on video or FB Live and have a conversation. Try to sound less like a
newsreader and more like a friend who is giving really juicy advice.
Ask questions - stop pretending you know everything there is to know
about your audience and your topic area, and start asking really genuine,
connecting questions. This is a great source for content as well as
connection and is one of my most consistent strategies in business. 
Don't be afraid to share your mistakes and humanness - but there is a
balance. My rule of thumb is that I don't share in the heat of the moment,
but I share my review and reflection once I have a bit of time and a lot of
emotional distance from the situation. 

The next step here is actually the same, no matter what your business level:
Be more human. Lose the layers, and embrace your imperfection.  
 

 
Just remember: 

Your humanness doesn't repel people, it magnetises them.

Principle 4 - Unbox Yourself

MY ACTION STEPS - UNBOX YOURSELF:



Need to find North? Use a magnet!

People don’t just keep magnets around because they are fun to play with  For
years, magnets gave humans a reliable way to navigate – to find which way was
North.  Of course, once you know where North is, you know exactly which way
you need to go to move towards your destination.

In the business world, your True North
is your vision: everything that really
lights you up. It’s being able to share
your unique brand of brilliant, beautiful
business offerings with your peeps. It’s
getting to serve them in the way that
works best for you.

Find YOUR North, and follow it

Principle 5 - Find Your North

And not everything will align.
 
Have you ever found yourself really, 
really, REALLY digging your heels in, 
and resisting a particular business or
marketing strategy? If so, it may be that 
it just wasn’t aligned for you – and your
resistance was a clue that your True North
lay in a different direction.

The truth is that not all strategies work for all people, all business types, or all
markets. Just because someone else achieved success with a particular strategy
or approach doesn't mean it's going to work for everyone. 
 

No matter how much they try to convince you that it will.



Action steps

Spend time tapping into what really lights you up, and commit to doing
more of it in your business.
At the same time, commit to saying “no” to the things that you know are
out of alignment. Sometimes this can mean unsubscribing from a few
newsletters, or paying less attention to what others are doing in order to
ensure you’re following your own True North.
If you’re ever unsure about something, try it out and pay attention to the
results. Sometimes resistance can come from the unknown, rather than
from being out of alignment.
If a mentor or coach asks you to do something that feels misaligned, talk
about it. Speak up. Blindly following advice, even if it's good advice, means
you won't get the best results, because you aren't 100% sure it's for you.
Great coaches and mentors are open to discourse and clarification. 

Again, the action steps here are the same no matter what stage of business:
 

 

You are a smart and savvy womxn.
Trust your instincts and listen to your heart. 

MY ACTION STEPS - FIND YOUR NORTH:

Principle 5 - Find Your North



Want more strategies for business?

AND THERE YOU GO, AMAZING ENTREPRENEUR!

If these principles resonate with you, I have some juicy ways you can
get even MORE practical strategies, so you can get that business flying. 
 
Still starting out online?
If you're not making consistent sales from your online strategies, it's
time to get on the FAST-TRACK! Grab my free fast-track training at: 
tashcorbin.com/fasttrack
 
Looking for a supportive community?
One where you can promote yourself, AND connect with other like-
hearted and like-minded womxn? Come and join our gorgeous group: 
tashcorbin.com/group
 
Want more Tash-teaching?
Make sure you subscribe to the Heart-Centred Business Podcast!!! I
drop weekly episodes and they are super-practical and helpful no
matter what stage of business you are rocking:
tashcorbin.com/podcast or search on iTunes, Spotify or LibSyn. 

There you have it: the five principles of Magnetic Business that allow you to
flourish without needing to use sleazy tricks and tactics to convince your
customers to buy. Principles that will help you to build a heart-centred business
and get more sales, whilst still being aligned to your values and yourself.
 
(And I TOTALLY nailed that magnet metaphor… don’t you think?)
 
Now it’s time for you to take these principles and apply them to your gorgeous
business – because learning without implementation won't create those leaps. 

Until next time, you amazing entrepreneur...
I cannot WAIT to see you SHINE!
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